
Summary Tableaux: Staying Safe While Helping Others
Summary is: Taking the main ideas and important details of  text and condensing them into an organized overview.

A tableau is:  A group of silent, motionless figures used to represent a scene, theme, idea or moment. Tableaux (plural) 
can be presented as stand-alone images to communicate one specific message. Important features of a tableau include 
character, space, gesture, facial expressions, and levels.

Task:

In your groups, you will perform a two-scene tableau for the class summarizing two important ideas, details, or pieces 
of information from the story “Staying Safe While Helping Others”. Remember to consider the main theme/ idea of the 
story (personal safety), and consider that in choosing and presenting your scenes. You must hand in your group’s 
graphic organizer, your group’s tableau plan, your individual rubric and participate in the presentation of your 
tableau. You will be marked individually and as a group.

Success Criteria:

Summary Tableau

Share only main ideas and important information 
 Don’t include direct quotes or every little detail
 Be short and sweet
 Don’t include our personal opinions
 Organize ideas
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Summary Tableaux Rubric
Success Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Classifying/ Organizing 
Ideas ( Writing 1.4, 1.5)

 WE find important ideas 
in a text and organize them 
and their supporting details 
into a graphic organizer

- almost none of the ideas/ 
information presented are 
important, many details 
not needed to understand

- hierarchy of ideas not 
organized, difficult to 
understand

- some of the ideas/ 
information presented are 
important, not all needed 
for understanding

- hierarchy of ideas 
somewhat organized, not 
always easy to understand

- most of the ideas/ 
information presented are 
important to 
understanding

- hierarchy of ideas 
organized, fairly easy to 
understand

- all of the ideas/ 
information presented are 
important to 
understanding

- hierarchy of ideas very 
well organized, easy to 
understand

Determining Purpose 
(Reading 1.2)

 WE determine the main 
purpose of a text (main idea)

- the main idea of the text is 
not stated (graphic 
organizer) or presented 
(tableau)

- little information relates

- the main idea stated is 
somewhat related to text 
(graphic organizer) and 
presented (tableau)

- some information relates

- close to the main idea of 
the text is stated (graphic 
organizer) and presented 
(tableau)

- most information relates

- the main idea of the text is 
clearly stated (graphic 
organizer) and presented 
(tableau)

- all information relates

Personal Safety (Health 
Expectations C2.2)

 WE recognize how to 
assess situations for dangers  
and use strategies to avoid 
danfer

- tableau does not 
demonstrate how to assess 
dangers and avoid them 
using appropriate 
strategies

- few examples (1 or less)

- tableau somewhat 
demonstrates how to assess 
dangers and avoid them 
using appropriate 
strategies

- some examples (2-3)

- tableau demonstrates how 
to assess dangers and avoid 
them using appropriate 
strategies

- adequate examples (3-4)

- tableau clearly 
demonstrates how to assess 
dangers and avoid them 
using appropriate 
strategies

- many examples (4+)

Metacognition (Drama 
Expectations B)

 I use the creative 
process to create and 
present a drama piece that 
uses focus and emphasis to 
convery ideas

- some members of the 
group are involved

- few appropriate strategies 
(levels, character, space, 
expression) are used to 
create focus and 
emphasize main ideas

- ideas not conveyed 

- most members of the group 
are usually involved

- some appropriate 
strategies (levels, 
character, space, 
expression) used to create 
focus/ emphasize ideas

- ideas conveyed adequately 

- all members of the group 
are generally involved

- most appropriate 
strategies (levels, 
character, space, 
expression) are used to 
create focus and 
emphasize main ideas

- ideas conveyed well 

- all members of the group 
are always involved

- all appropriate strategies 
(levels, character, space, 
expression) are used to 
create focus and 
emphasize main ideas

- ideas conveyed 
exceptionally

Teacher Feedback:Teacher Feedback:Teacher Feedback:Teacher Feedback:Teacher Feedback:
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Our Summary Tableau Plan

Scene One Scene Two

Main Idea 
Being 
Shown:

Characters/ 
Setting (and 
who is doing 
what):

Illustration of 
What the 
Scene Will 
Look Like:

Transition 
Between 
Scenes:
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